
MORE Bibliographic Records & Standards Committee Meeting 
IFLS 
 
Approved minutes 6.23.15 
 
Present: 
Marguerite (BO), Donna (EC), Deb (MORE), Julie (MORE), Kathy (MORE), Jennifer (NR), Jon (RF) 
 
Call to order: Meeting called to order at 1 p.m. by Marguerite, chair. Quorum established in compliance 
with Open Meeting Law. 
 
Approval of agenda: motion by Jennifer, second by Jon. Approved. 
 
Approval of minutes from 3.12.15 meeting: motion by Jennifer, second by Donna. Approved. 
 
Announcements from other MORE committees: none. 
 
Current business 
 
RDA implementation/templates: 
Julie will add a juvenile nonfiction example to the book template. 
 
Marcive: 
Kathy will be taking over the semimonthly creation of the lists of new records to send to Marcive. 
Certain types of problems are searched for and cleaned up before the records are sent out. There is 
often additional processing to do when the records come back. Also updated headings, new headings 
for backfile records, and deletions.  
 
Headings reports: 
Julie and Donna will try to keep up with authority work/headings reports cleanup. Bib. Committee 
members are asked to look at their first-time use headings and clean them out over the next month. 
[post-meeting addendum: RF had 1200+ headings. Most headings needing cleanup were very old 
records with typographical errors showing up because the January Marcive load didn’t find a match]. 
 
Subject/Genre headings: 
Local genre headings for Comic books, strips, etc.|zJapan and Comic books, strips, etc.|zKorea (South) 
should now be: 655 _7 Comics (Graphic works)|zJapan.|2local and 655 _7 Comics (Graphic 
works)|zKorea (South)|2local 
 
Similarly, for the local “Mystery fiction, Cozy” etc. headings you should now use “Detective and mystery 
fiction, Cozy” etc. 
 
A number of  lcsh terms do not yet have lcgft equivalents.  For now, continue to code them as 655 _0. 
Some examples include: 
Christian fiction 
Paranormal romance stories 
Radio and television novels 
Regency fiction 



Romantic suspense fiction 
Star Wars fiction 
Donna will send out a list of commonly used headings. 
 
Julie will modify several the genre authority records to incorporate see references from the gsafd term 
where LC has not chosen to already include them. 
 
Our understanding is that 655s with closing parens do NOT get a period before |2lcgft, but Julie will try 
to get a definitive ruling on that. 
 
Differentiated series: 
Continue to strip differentiations from series, but monitor this for now, if it becomes a major problem 
we will revisit and see if we need to change our practice. 
 
New business 
 
MORE local cataloging practices: 
We should keep an eye out for local practices that may conflict with the Marcive processing. 
 
Julie will strip genre/form headings for: 
Books on compact disc 
Children’s books on compact disc 
Young adult books on compact disc 
Just use the Audiobooks/Children’s audiobooks/Young adult audiobooks headings from now on. 
 
Exercise videos will be changed to Exercise DVDs. 
 
Love|vJuvenile fiction will still exist as a local (690) heading. 
Ghosts|vJuvenile fiction will not. Use 655 _7 Ghost stories.|2lcgft 
 
For the moment, we are still mandating widescreen or full screen in DVD edition statements. If you are 
supplying the edition statement, add a period after the right bracket. 
DVD case: 1.78:1 aspect ratio 
250 _ _ [Widescreen]. 
 
An additional punctuation reminder: 380 is not a note field, it should not end in a period. 
 
Standard language for 020|q: 
Do not retain “HRD” from vendor records, change to “hardcover” or other language found on the item. 
 
You can spell out paperback or abbreviate it pbk., just be sure you use consistent language between 10- 
and 13- digit ISBNs on the same bib. 
 
When adding binding qualifiers in the 020, prefer a space between |q fields, e.g.: 
020 _ _ 9781234567890|q(hardcover_:|qalkaline paper) 
 
 
Announcements: 



OWLS has switched from OCLC to SkyRiver. La Crosse is also considering a change. We may wish to 
examine SkyRiver again at some point. As a consequence, we may be seeing Z39.50 records with the 
“sky” 001 rather than an OCLC#. 
 
Next meeting: Thursday Oct. 1, 10:00 a.m., IFLS. 
 
Meeting adjourned 3:15 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jon George 


